Software product line engineering has attracted attention in the last two decades due to its promising capabilities to reduce costs and time to market through the reuse of requirements and components. In practice, developing system level product lines in a large-scale company is not an easy task as there may be thousands of variants and multiple disciplines involved. The manual reuse of legacy system models at domain engineering to build reusable system libraries and configurations of variants to derive target products can be infeasible. To tackle this challenge, a product line systems engineering process is proposed. Specifically, the process extends research in the system orthogonal variability model to support hierarchical variability modeling with formal definitions; utilizes systems engineering concepts and legacy system models to build the hierarchy for the variability model and to identify essential relations between variants; and finally, analyzes the identified relations to reduce the number of variation points. The process, which is automated by computational algorithms, is demonstrated through an illustrative example on generalized Rolls-Royce aircraft engine control systems. To evaluate the effectiveness of the process in the reduction of variation points, it is further applied to case studies in different engineering domains at different levels of complexity. Subjected to system model availability, reduction of 14%-40% in the number of variation points is demonstrated in the case studies.
extending models and methods for SPLE to the broader domain of systems engineering offers new challenges. Our previous work [7] , [8] addressed these challenges by providing a practical variability modeling method including variability modeling at the requirements engineering and hardware design stages.
Apart from focusing on variability modeling and presentation to include aspects of hardware, current research on extending SPLE to systems engineering has also considered an automated generation of variability models [9] , [10] . These approaches have reduced upfront investment and intensive domain analysis required in the development of product line models [9] . However, most of the research in this direction has concentrated on the automation of variability identification without considering whether certain variability should exist in the first instance. As such, the rationale for defining variability in these approaches has not been explicitly and effectively captured. Therefore, understanding the implications of variability configurations and dependency has remained implicit [11] . Furthermore, when combining with hardware variability, overall variability can be ubiquitous in a product line. In a large-scale system, variability configuration can then become complex and even unfeasible [12] . As reported in [13] , a modern premium-class car could possibly have up to 10 20 different configurations. Therefore, to keep the configuration process manageable, variability should be kept at a reasonable level.
Motivated by the lack of methods in reducing variability in a variability model, this paper proposes a product line systems engineering (PLSE) process that offers a novel approach to reduce the number of variation points presented in a given variability model; thereby, reducing the configuration complexity in product line engineering (PLE). The process provides two capabilities: (i) it consumes functional artifacts represented in models developed in the systems modeling language (SysML) to form a unified variability model with hierarchical representation. This is achieved through formalizing dependencies existed in the variability model, the functional artifacts and between the two. (ii) The unification is grounded in formal notation and mathematical framework, which promises trustworthiness and verifiability of the reduced variability model. It uses relational transformation as defined in [14] to merge variation points in which their interactions satisfy complete and unique criteria. The mathematical foundation also permits standardized computational automation through the provision of high-level algorithms. The advantages and limitations of the approach presented in the PLSE process are also assessed by using evaluation cases from different engineering domains. This paper is structured as follows: Section II provides brief background knowledge for the current advances in SPLE and illustrates key challenges in SPLE with an example of an aircraft engine control system. Section III addresses the discussed challenges by proposing the PLSE process. In particular, Section III-A introduces the proposed overarching process and is followed by two subsections that elaborate the process in detail. Then, Section III-D automates the main parts of the overarching process by providing computational algorithms. Section IV evaluates the proposed process through applications to several case studies across various domains and at different levels of complexity. Performance of the PLSE process is discussed in this section as well. Finally, the conclusion and future work are presented in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Current Advances in SPLE
In SPLE, the modeling of product lines is mainly concerned with the representation of system variability. One of the widely used modeling methods is the variability modeling [4] . This method generates a model that represents viable options of products and enables product line configuration. In a variability model, variation points are introduced to model "points" in the product line that can be varied. In addition, under each variation point, variants are further introduced to model the possible options of that variation point. An example of the variability model is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . An extended yet formal definition of a variability model will be given in this paper.
Variability representation techniques enable the modeling of system variability. However, these techniques often rely on experts' experience and require huge upfront human efforts to develop product line models through manually identifying variability. There are several research efforts on automating the identification of system commonality and variability. Niu et al. [9] proposed a method to automatically extract functional requirements from existing textual documents. They adopted the orthogonal variability model (OVM) approach to represent the identified variability. In [10] , Font et al. presented a method based on common variability language to automatically analyze commonality of system models. Similarly, paper [15] proposed a feature-oriented approach to automatically mine legacy system models via comparing, matching, and merging artifacts. Recently, [16] proposed an approach that reuses domain-specific languages models and synthesizes with the corresponding OVM variability model. Czarnecki et al. [17] proposed a feature models mining method based on conjunctive and disjunctive association rule mining. They proposed the probabilistic feature models (PFM) to represent the mining results. PFM facilitates variability configuration via adding probabilities to certain selections. However, the accuracy of the probabilistic calculation is highly dependent on the number of existing data. These related works, discussed above, attempted in tackling the challenge of the expensive upfront cost in SPLE via mining variability elements. However, the presented approaches have the following limitations: insufficient consideration of domain knowledge, lack of automated identification of dependencies between variability, and limited scope to only consider software domain.
Modeling dependencies between variabilities can provide promising value to PLE. According to [18] and [19] , they highlighted several critical requirements for modeling in industries. These include modeling variability as first-class elements, enabling hierarchical structure representation in variability model and, especially, modeling dependencies between variabilities. Both Sinnema et al. [19] and Bühne et al. [20] provided a detailed classification of variability dependencies. However, these works mainly considered the software domain and do not offer an automated method to identify variability dependencies.
B. Challenges in SPLE
To illustrate the key challenges, including variability dependency analysis and variability configuration in SPLE that will be addressed by the proposed PLSE process, a simplified model of a Rolls-Royce aircraft engine control system, as depicted in Fig. 1 , will be used in this section.
Rolls-Royce is an international corporation that manufactures jet engines for commercial airlines and military aircraft. In Fig. 1(a) , a SysML activity diagram is depicted to demonstrate an example of combining variable designs of a system into one model. By analyzing commonality and variability of this system, domain engineers can define input parameters, sensing functions, and processing functions as variation points. These variation points are depicted in the variability model in Fig. 1(b) . As shown, the following variants are defined: Input Parameter P2 (for "PFuel2") and P3 (for "PFuel3"); Sensing Function S2 (for "Sense PFuel2") and S3 (for "Sense PFuel3"); and Processing Function PF1 (for "Pro-cess(PFuel1)"), PF2 (for "Process(PFuel1, PFuel2)"), and PF3 (for "Process(PFuel1, PFuel3)"). The input parameter PFuel1 and the sensing function "Sense PFuel1" are not considered as variants in the variability model. This is because they are considered as mandatory system elements in this example. Based on the variability model constructed, without introducing any variability dependency, one can generate 2 × 2 × 3 = 12 different products based on the given cardinality, i.e., choosing one and only variant for each variation point. Examples of generated products via configuration include {P2, S2, PF2}, {P2, S3, PF1}, and {P2, S3, PF1}. Most of these results (without introducing variability dependency) are invalid designs according to the knowledge that is derived from systems engineering models. For example, the product {P2, S3, PF1} is invalid because there is no data flow between P2 and S3. From this simple example, it is evident that introducing variability dependency can provide significant value in reducing the configuration space of a product line model. However, manually identifying these dependencies can be difficult and likely requires high upfront investment in large scale models where variability can exist in a multilevel hierarchy. A means for automatic dependency identification and analysis hence becomes demanding.
Although introducing variability dependencies can reduce the configuration space, they bring an additional challenge in reducing configuration complexity. To see where this challenge comes from, the following formal definitions for variability configuration are proposed using the set builder notation. In addition, the formalization of these definitions is essential for establishing the mathematical foundation for extension and transformation as shown later in Section III. Also note that indices, e.g., i and j do not possess global meanings; they are used to either demonstrate local consistency or distinguish elements under the same set. As such, different index systems can be used in practice as long as definitions are satisfied.
Definition 1: A product line model is defined as a five-tuple (VP, V, A, Δ, Θ) [21] where: 1) Let VP be the set of variation points, vp i : vp i ∈ VP. Each variation point, vp i defines where individual variability occurs.
contains all the possible options of the variation point vp i . 3) Let A be a set of functional artifacts, a i : a i ∈ A, in which a i is a set of activities, act i : act i ∈ a i . 4) Δ is a realization dependency such that the set of variants V i realizes the corresponding variation point denoted by vp i ; hence, (V i , vp i ) ∈ Δ. Each individual variant v i also inherits this dependency, i.e., ∀v ∈ V i :
. Note that in the rest of this paper, defined formal relations are always denoted using nonitalic capital letters. 5) Θ is an artifact dependency that binds directly a functional artifact to a variation point, i.e., (a, vp) ∈ Θ, and the activities contained in the functional artifact to the corresponding variant, i.e., (act, v) ∈ Θ with act ∈ a and (v, vp) ∈ Δ.
Definition 2:
The configuration of the product line model can be described as a process [21] , P, where P = ∀vp ∈ VP :
This process is explained as follows: for each variation point in VP, there is at least one variant v that binds an activity, act and realizes the vp in which is context is defined by the functional artifact a that contains the activity.
From Definition 1, it is observed that as long as variability exists, a corresponding variation point can be defined. Then, for every variation point defined, dependency analysis will include the identification of realization dependency Δ and artifact dependency Θ. As such, with an increasing number of variability points, as observed in Definition 2, the configuration space grows quickly and eventually becomes unmanageable. Therefore, in order to maintain a manageable complexity of the configuration process, methods that reduce variation points can bring promising value.
Motivated by the potential benefits in tackling these two challenges described above, this paper aims at proposing a process to address these challenges.
III. PLSE PROCESS
To tackle the challenges stated in Section II, this paper proposes a PLSE process that utilizes a relational-oriented systems engineering (ROSE) concept previously developed in [14] and [22] to 1) formalize existing dependencies in system models that are described using modeling languages such as SysML; 2) define dependencies between product line models and their related system models; 3) reduce variability complexity by utilizing relational transformation.
A. Overarching Process for Variability Identification and Optimization
This section proposes key definitions and the underlying methods for the PLSE process. The overarching process is depicted in Fig. 2 . There are four stages in the process.
Stage 1 is concerned with the reuse of legacy system models to generate a three-layer hierarchical model structure. This stage begins with importing functional artifacts, which are defined as system functional models that are represented in modeling languages such as SysML. In particular, the functional artifacts considered in this paper are referred to system functional models presented in SysML activity diagrams. We note here that the scope of this paper is restricted to functional artifacts only.
Other system artifacts such as physical artifacts will be a topic of future research. Based on the imported functional artifacts, a new functional artifact with a three-layer structure is generated at the end of Stage 1. The three layers are as follows.
1) The feature layer: Different from the concept of "feature" in the feature modeling method [23] , the feature layer is the highest level abstraction used to represent the abstraction of groups of system functional requirements. This is to provide a high-level reusability. 2) The functional layer: This layer presents the details of the system functional requirements that can be available in the SysML requirement diagram, use cases, and activity models. Although the process developed is not limited to a particular model source, within the scope of this work, we focus on SysML activity models in which each system functional requirement is modeled as an activity (denoted as fc). The reason for using the activity model is that it does not only provide requirements information on system functional requirements, but also relationships among them.
3) The component layer: This layer consists of design models that represent system functional designs in SysML activties. However, functional designs might also be available in other types of diagrams, e.g., in block diagrams represented by operations. These models can be transformed into low-level software requirements for the software design team.
The above hierarchical approach that only uses activity diagrams to represent the three layers has been developed and adopted by the Rolls-Royce control and data services team who are supporting the current research. The details of this softwarelevel approach are beyond the scope of this paper. Based on the three-layer definition, if legacy system functional requirements are available in the form of SysML activity models, the functional layer and the component layer are considered to be predefined. Hence, only the abstraction of these SysML activity models into feature layer (Step 1.2) is required to complete Stage 1. However, if available system functional requirements in terms of activity diagram are in alternative forms such as the cnoventional SysML requirement models, Step 1.3 is required to first abstract the component layer information into the functional layer in accordance with the functional requirements defined in the available functional artifacts.
Stage 2 is concerned with the derivation of an initial variability model based on the generated three-layer functional artifact. Variation points are first created in Step 2.1 based on the variability identified in the three-layer functional artifact. Step 2.2 through Step 2.4 defines corresponding variants and variation points for each of the three-layers and their artifact dependencies (cf., Definition 1).
Stage 3 is concerned with the preservation of the relational structure of the three-layer functional artifact to the initial variability model. It refers to identifying variability dependencies between variants based on the relational structure of the functional artifacts. The relational preservation is fulfilled by using interactions between activities in the functional artifacts within the same layer. For example, a dependency between two functional requirements together with the bindings from the functional requirements to the corresponding variants is used to identify dependencies between variants through relational transformation in Step 3.2. Details of this transformation are explained in the next section. Similarly, dependencies identification is also applied to the other two layers to transform relations into the initial variability model.
Finally, Stage 4 is concerned with optimizing the initial variability model through a reduction in the number of variation points. The stage starts with identifying the main root. Then, going through a sequence of steps (Step 4.2-Step 4.5), the reduction is achieved by merging the target variation point into the source variation point if the target variation point is confirmed complete, and that the interactions between the source and the target variation point are unique. Detail of this reduction method and definitions of main root, source and target variation points, completeness, uniqueness, and merging will be explained in Section III-C. The algorithmic automation of the reduction method will be developed in Section III-D. These steps are repeated for the next main root until no further merging can be achieved.
To summarize, the first three stages presented in the PLSE process diagram aim to reuse functional artifacts to create an initial variability model in which the structural information is persevered. The last stage aims to optimize the generated initial variability model by reducing the number of variation points presented in the model.
B. Variability and Variability Dependency Identification
This section discusses in depth the first three stages depicted in the PLSE process diagram and proposes relevant definitions and methods to enable the elementary processes.
As stated in [24] , the formalization of variability modeling language has benefits in avoiding unnecessary misinterpretations. Definition 1 generally represents the core idea of SPLE. However, this definition does not support a hierarchical representation of a variability model. Given that a variability model will be derived from a three-layer functional artifact, it is, therefore, important for the variability model to capture the following important relationships to capture the relational structure of the three-layer functional artifact. These relationships are refinement relation in which a variation point can refine a higher level variant and dependencies between variants. Definitions 3 and 4 aims at providing a means to capture the above relationships. This is achieved by extending Definition 1 with introducing an elaborated definition for a variability model with hierarchy and an elaborated definition for a three-layer functional artifact.
Definition 3: A variability model with hierarchy is a tuple VM = (VP, V, Δ, T) where the definitions for VP, V and Δ remains unchanged, and T is a set of variability trees with T = (vp r , Ψ, Φ).
1) Let vp r : vp r ⊂ VP, be a set of root variation points, with vp r i being the root variation point of the ith tree, i.e., the ith root.
2) Let Ψ be the variability refinement relation that refines a higher-level variant v ↑ ∈ V as a parent by a lowerlevel variation point vp ↓ ∈ VP and its variant v ↓ ∈ V as
3) Let Φ be the variability dependency that relates two variants. Variability dependency can be further specialized into various types depending on its semantic meaning. For instance, «requires» relation [25] and «exclude» relation [25] are two well-established types of variability dependencies. Definition 4: A three-layer functional artifact is a tuple A = (a, act, Γ, I) where: 1) Let a be a set of activities, act ij : act ij ∈ a i . Based on the three-layer hierarchical structure of the functional artifacts, three types of specialized artifacts and activities are further specified. First, for the feature layer, let F : F ⊂ a be the set of feature layer artifacts in which each feature, as represented by an activity, is denoted by
Second, a set of functional layer artifacts is denoted by (act i , act j ) ∈ I. Interaction, in software engineering, is generally limited to information exchanges. In systems engineering, it involves the transport of energy, material, and information between systems. Therefore, interactions between system functions can be specialized into material interaction MI and information interactions II. One can then establish the mathematical relation I = MI ∧ II. Based on Definitions 3 and 4, a product line model can be redefined as a tuple (VM, A, Θ) where the definition for the artifact dependency Θ remains the same. We also emphasize that although the definition for the functional artifact is specialized to the three-layer model structure, it can be easily tailored to a system structure that has an arbitrary number of layers that is greater than one. In the rest of this section, along with Fig. 3 , we demonstrate how the ROSE concept is used in these definitions to generate a variability model with hierarchy. ROSE was first introduced in [22] . It is a general system methodology that offers a coherent mathematical foundation and facilitates discovering and analyzing relations captured by systems engineering.
A relational transformation, as defined in [22] , is "an association between the elements or parameters of two models of a system that induces a further mapping between the relationships in the models." This will be extensively used in the rest of this section where it serves as the basis for variability identification and reduction. Its mathematical form in each case will be provided and explained using more intuitive graphical illustrations in Fig. 3 . To see how a relational transformation is applied to preserve an existing relation, let us consider the following sce-nario. As depicted in Fig. 3(a) , a lower level (e.g., functional layer) artifact can refine a higher level activity (e.g., a feature in a feature layer) through the activity refinement shown in a dotted arrow (e.g., feature refinement relation Ξ f ). If both the higher level and the lower level activities are derived into variant and variation points, respectively, through the artifact dependency Θ, then the relational transformation states that the above relations induce (dashed wide arrow) a new relation between the derived variant and the variation point, which is defined as the variability refinement relation Ψ. The above-mentioned transformation, using the example depicted in Fig. 3(a) , is described by the mathematical expression
and fc i2 ∈ a i describing the rest of the relations shown in Fig. 3(a) .
Using the same ROSE concept, we next demonstrate how it is applied to preserve interactions between activities from a lower level layer to a higher level layer in the artifact hierarchy. As depicted in Fig. 3(b) , the two functional designs c k 1 and c l1 interact via material flow or information flow such that (c k 1 , c l1 ) ∈ I. Given that each of the functional design refines a higher level functional requirement fc i1 and fc j 1 , respectively, via the functional refinement relation Ξ f c ; the interaction between the two functional designs induces an interaction between the two functional requirements, such that (fc i1 , fc j 1 ) ∈ I. This relational transformation is mathematically expressed as
Similar to Fig. 3(a) , the dependency of interest I is depicted using the dotted arrow, and the transformation is illustrated using the dashed wide arrow in Fig. 3(b ). In addition, as shown in Fig. 3(b) , the relational transformation can be further applied to induce an interaction between two features in the feature layer.
Finally, we apply the relational transformation to interactions between activities in the three-layer artifact to induce an interaction I between two variants in the variability model. Without going through the details, the relational transformation for inducing this interaction is mathematically described by
and graphically depicted in Fig. 3(c) . In addition, based on Definition 3, the induced interaction between variants is then considered as a specialized type of variability dependency, i.e., I ∈ Φ. It is worth noting that interactions identified between variants may or may not be «requires» relations. To appropriately determine the exact semantics of these interactions, additional knowledge is likely required. However, a «requires» relation can always be regarded as an interaction due to the generality of the definition of interaction.
To illustrate the use of this transformation to identify interactions between variants in practice, we continue with the example given in Section II (see Fig. 1 ). As depicted in Fig. 1(a) , in the top activity flow, the first interaction observed is a material flow from "PFuel3" to "Sense PFuel3. Hence, we write (PFuel3, Sense PFuel3) ∈ I according to Definition 4. As "PFuel3" binds with the variant P3 under "Input Parameter" variation point, and "Sense PFuel3" binds with the variant S3 under "sensing function" variation point, we have (PFuel3, P3) ∈ Δ and (Sense PFuel3, S3) ∈ Δ according to Definition 1. Then, applying (4), the relational transformation induces an interaction between P3 and S3, i.e., (P3, S3) ∈ I, which is depicted in Fig. 4(a) . Using the same concept, the following interactions have been identified and captured in Fig. 4(a) :
The induced variability dependencies suggest that the selection of the variant "PF1" does not have an impact on any other variabilities. This is explained by the fact that its binding activity "Process(PFuel1)" is only related to the mandatory system element "Sense PFuel1."
C. Variation Points Reduction
Variability reduction stage starts with consuming the variability model generated by the end of Stage 3. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the first step (Step 4.1) in this stage is to identify the main root, which is defined as the variability tree (as denoted by its root variation point vp r i ) that contains the largest number of variants in the tree. The following example demonstrates how the number of variants in a variability tree is calculated. Consider a vp r i that has two variants A and B with A refined into five lower level variants (here we ignored variation pointsvariant structure for simplicity), B refined into three variants. Then, the total number of variants for this tree is calculated as 2 + (5 + 3) = 10 variants.
After the main root is identified, for each variant, v i in the main root, the process traces its interactions to all other variants v j that are at the same level but realize other variation points. Also note that as long as interactions are identified based on (4) in Stage 3, variants that are interacting are guaranteed to be at the same level. Then, through these traces, two variation points are considered as interacting if their realizing variants are interacting. In the pair of interacting variation points, the variation point that has a relatively smaller number of variants (compared in the same level) is defined as a target variation point vp t ; and the variation point with a larger number of variants is defined as the corresponding source variation point vp s . With the help of aforementioned steps, all interacting variation points are identified in Step 4.2. We also emphasize that the convention of "source" and "target" is independent of the direction of the interaction.
Then for each target variation point, the process will confirm its completeness in Step 4.3 and then uniqueness of the relevant interactions in Step 4.4.
Completeness is defined as a situation where for each variant, which is realizing the target variation point, there is at least one interaction between this variant and a variant that is realizing the corresponding source variation point. Physically, completeness satisfaction can be understood as to identify pairs of variation points those have a strong dependency. Specifically, for a pair of variation points that satisfy the completeness criterion, the configuration of one variation point cannot be independently achieved without the consideration of the configuration of the other variation point of the pair.
Once completeness is satisfied, the process continues to confirm uniqueness, which is defined as follows: An interaction is unique if and only if it is the only interaction path between the two variants; if all interactions involved in the completeness checking are unique, then it is said that the target variation point satisfies uniqueness (although strictly speaking, it is the interactions that satisfy uniqueness). Similar to how paths are defined in graph theory, an interaction path between two variants is defined as a sequence of interaction(s) connecting the two variants via a sequence of other variant(s). Note a direct interaction path involves no other variants. Physically, on top completeness satisfaction, uniqueness satisfaction can be understood as to further check whether a third variation point is also involved in the strong dependency identified in the original pair of variation points. Uniqueness is satisfied if and only if no additional variation point is involved in this dependency.
The uniqueness and completeness are also supported by the underlying mathematical framework. Once uniqueness is confirmed between a pair of source and target variation points, the target variation point is merged into the source variation point in Step 4.5. In this step, merging has three aspects.
1) The target variation point at the current level will be removed. 2) To keep the original information on artifact dependencies, the activities that are originally bound to the removed variants are now bound to the variants under the source variation point.
3) The lower level variation points (and the rest of the tree)
that originally refine the target (removed) variant are now absorbed into the corresponding variants under the source variation point. The reduction stage continues iteratively by repeating from Step 4.1 to Step 4.5 with the identification of the next main root.
In the following, the introduced method for the reduction of variation points is illustrated by continuing the example in Section III-B, where the initial variability model (output of Stage 3) is generated and depicted in Fig. 4(a) . We note here that, as constrained by the presented interactions in the model, only three product configurations can be generated. They are (PF1), (P2, S2, and PF2), and (P3, S3, and PF3). Now, starting with Step 4.1, the main root, "process function" has been identified. It has three variants that each binds with a corresponding activity in Fig. 1(a) . Based on Step 4.2, the "sensing function" is first identified as a target variation point due to the interactions S2 to PF2 and S3 to PF3. Since S2 and S3 are the only two variants in the "sensing function," and both of them are interacting with a variant in the "process function," this target variation point is considered complete (Step 4.3) . Then, as both S2 to PF2 and S3 to PF3 are unique, the "sensing function" target variation point is also confirmed unique (Step 4.4). Therefore, this variation point can be merged into the "process function" source variation point by removing the "sensing function" variation point and rebinding the relevant activities (Step 4.5). The resultant variability model at this point is depicted in Fig. 4(b) . Note that the interactions P2 to S2 and P3 to S3 are transferred in the merging process and now read as P2 to PF2 and S3 to PF3. The reduction continues by repeating from Step 4.1 to
Step 4.5 in which the next main root is identified as "input parameter." Following the same arguments, "input parameter" is merged into the "process function" since both completeness and uniqueness are satisfied. The final, optimized variability model is depicted in Fig. 4(c) . Stage 4 ends here as no new main root is identified. In this reduced variability model, system artifacts that are linked to other variants in Fig. 4(a) are merged into the variants under the "process function" variation point. As such, only one variation point with three variants is needed to capture the three possible configurations derived from the original variability model depicted in Fig. 4(a) .
Finally, we illustrate a nonunique interaction path using the above example. Let us imagine a direct interaction path from P3 to PF3 [not depicted in Fig. 4(a) ]. This imagined interaction path would not be a unique one based on the definition of uniqueness create v and dif Θv 7: End If 8: Define Function Mapping(L, U) 9:
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End For 21: End Function 22: Call Function Mapping (C, FC) 23: Call Function Mapping (FC, F) 24: Call Function Mapping (F, F) because it is not the only interaction path from P3 to PF3. The other interaction path is P3 to S3 to PF3 as depicted in Fig. 4(a) . Physically, this means the selection of the variant PF3 can lead to the selection of S3 or PF3. As such, variability model in Fig. 4(a) offers an additional possible configuration (P3 and PF3). 1 This configuration cannot be generated by the reduced variability model as in Fig. 4(c) . Therefore, this illustrates an example where a reduction should not take place due to the criterion, uniqueness of interactions between variants, is not met.
D. Algorithms
This section develops algorithmic approaches to automate the functionalities proposed in the PLSE process.
Algorithm 1 is developed to computationally semiautomate the process of identifying variation points and creating a variability model (Stage 2 and Stage 3 of the PLSE process). It imports a set of three-layer functional artifacts A. The output of this algorithm is an initial variability model H (cf., Definition 3). Line 3 introduces a comparison function that compares every element of the functional artifacts in each abstraction layer. Where a different model element is identified (Line 4), a vp is created (Line 5). In addition, Line 6 creates a variant v according to the model difference and binds the variant with the corresponding activity, dif via the artifact dependency, Θ. Note that in the rest of this section for algorithms development, a relation set, e.g., (dif, v) ∈ Θ will be denoted in the form of element x relates to an element y, e.g., difΘv.
From Lines 8 to 19, a function with two input arguments, called "Mapping," is defined. The two inputs define the two layers (scope) for which the functions will be applied to. In this function, the function considers every dif identified in the layer, L (Line 9). If there is an interaction between a pair of dif s (Line 10), then, based on (4), the function creates an interaction between their binding variants v i and v j (Line 11). The function continues to check whether each of the dif s refines an activity, act in the input layer U (Line 12). If the result is positive, then, based on (3), the function creates an interaction between the two activities act k and act l (Line 13). Finally, at Line 14, if the two activities act k and act l are binding with corresponding variants, the hierarchical refinements Γ is preserved into the variability model by applying (2) . As a result, two variability dependencies v ↓ i Ψv ↑ k and v ↓ j Ψv ↑ l are created between the relevant variants (Line 15 and 16). Based on the formal definition of the three-layer artifact A, the conditional loop from Lines 12 to 18 will be excited if and only if the second input argument U is exactly one layer above the first input argument L.
To generate the initial variability model, the algorithms call the function three times with different sets of input arguments. In particular, Line 22 applies mapping from the component to the functional layer; Line 23 applies mapping from the functional layer to the feature layer; and Line 24 applies mapping in the feature layer only such that Lines 12 to 18 are not executed.
Algorithm 2 is developed to computationally automate the variation point reduction mechanism (Stage 4 of the PLSE process). The initial variability model generated from Algorithm 1 becomes the input of Algorithm 2. The output of this algorithm is an optimized variability model. Line 3 calculates the size of every variability tree (denoted by its corresponding root variation point vp r n ) in the set T by counting the total number of variants within the variability tree. In descending order of the size of the trees, as in Line 4, for every variant in the current tree, v i : v i Δvp k , the algorithm searches for other variants that are realizing a different variation point, i.e., v j : v j Δvp l . If there is an interaction between v i and v j , despite the direction of the interaction (Line 6), then, based on the definition of completeness, the algorithm defines a target and a source variation point vp s and vp t , respectively, in Lines 7 and 8.
Here, the two functions Max and Min compare two variations points to determine the variation point with a higher number of realizing variants and the one with a lower number of realizing variants, respectively. In the situation where the number of realizing variants is equal, the first input is assigned as the output of the Max function and the second input is assigned as the output of the Min function.
Then, from Lines 9 to 11, the algorithm confirms the following: (i) whether vp t satisfies completeness (cf., Step 4.3) and uniqueness (cf., Step 4.4) . These are achieved by checking all variants that realize the target variation point, v j : v j Δvp t to confirm whether there is at least one interaction, despite the direction of the interaction between v s and v j with v s Δvp s (Line 9); and whether each interaction is unique, i.e., it is the only interaction path between the associated two variants (Line 10). 6 :
If v s Iv j is unique for all v j then 11:
End If 14:
End If 15:
End If 16:
End For
17: End For
Once both statements are satisfied for all v j : v j Δvp t , the algorithm merges vp t into vp s by (i) deleting the original variation point vp t (with its realizing variants) in the model, relevant artifact dependencies v j Θact j , relevant variability refinement relations v j Ψvp ↓ j , and relevant interactions v j Iv m (Line 11); and (ii) rebinding the activities to the relevant variants in the source variation point, i.e., v s Θact j and transferring the variability refinement relations and relevant interactions into the source variation point under the corresponding variant, i.e., vp ↓ j Ψ v s and v s Iv m , respectively (Line 12).
IV. CASE STUDIES
This section quantitatively evaluates the proposed PLSE process through applications to case studies from different engineering domains and to systems at different levels of complexity.
The first case study is extracted from [27] , which modeled an international logistic company's partial inventory process. The process of the company with its variations was modeled in unified modeling language (UML) activity diagrams. The original OVM will be used for generating the variability model. Feeding the variability model into Algorithm 2, a new variability model is generated in which the "type of inventory records" variation point is merged into the "behaviors of logistics execution" variation point. The merging of the variation points is explained as follows. As observed in the original variability model [27, Fig. 4] , each of the two variation points is realized by two variants. The two sets of variants interact with each other through two "requires" relations forming two unique interaction paths. Then, the two interactions imply that the relation between the two variation points is unique, thereby, allowing them to be merged into one variation point. The merging is also captured in Table I . This shows that the PLSE process can reduce the five variation points down to four for the inventory process variability model.
The second case study is constructed based on the work in [28], the Renault electric parking brake (EPB) system. The sys- tem is commonly used to facilitate drivers' conventional parking brake behavior. The thesis [28] combines the EPB system with "hill start assistant" functionalities for the analysis of system family reuse. To apply the PLSE process, variation points and variants in the variability model of the EPB system are bound to the functional artifacts modeled in SysML through artifact dependency. The functional artifacts provide knowledge of dependencies between system elements.
After importing the variability model and the functional artifacts to the algorithms, the following results are generated: (i) the "brake behavior thresholds" variation point is merged into the "braking strategy" variation point; and (ii) the "force monitor on engine stop" and the "electrical action component" variation points are merged into the "architecture design alternatives."
The above results show that the PLSE process achieves a reduction from 21 variation points down to 18 for the EPB system variability model. In this case study, the performance of the process is limited due to inadequate functional artifacts provided in [28] . It is anticipated that further reduction can be achieved with additional functional artifacts availability. For example, the "brake lock" function is likely related to the "brake release" function. To avoid conflict decisions made between the brake system and the driver, designs of the "brake lock" and the "brake release" may require a consistent choice between the "on system decision" and the "on user command." As such, according to the process, the "brake lock" variation point could then be merged with the "brake release" variation point.
The third case study extends the illustrative example used in the previous sections. As shown in Fig. 5 , an initial variability with hierarchy is produced based on available functional artifacts (Stage 2). Then, by identifying interactions between variants and merging variation points that have a unique interaction, an optimized variability model is derived and depicted in Fig. 6 . In this case study, the initial 10 variation points as observed in Fig. 5 are reduced to 6 variation points as observed in Fig. 6 .
The last case study is based on another application to an engine control system with support from Rolls-Royce. As the engine design is confidential, the original system models and variability models will not be provided. In this case study, following the PLSE process, several SysML functional artifacts are fed into Algorithm 1 as inputs. An initial variability model is Fig. 5 ). generated with 37 variation points. The dependencies between variants, variation points, and functional artifacts as well as the hierarchical structure of the variability model are derived based on available dependencies within the input functional artifacts. Then, Algorithm 2 is further applied to the initial variability model to reduce variation points where possible. The result is that the 37 variation points are reduced to 24 variation points.
The results of the four case studies are summarized in Table II , with a rounded figure of percentage reduction. The first two case studies demonstrate that our method is generally applicable to various domains in addition to the aerospace domain. The other two case studies suggest that the process is scalable for applications to complex systems with large models.
Based on the quantitative evaluations, we have identified two main limitations of our method. First, the performance of the algorithms relies on the availability of functional artifacts. Although model-based systems engineering methodologies have been adopted in the practice of many engineering fields, functional artifacts such as SysML activity models may not be fully available in the first instance. As such, this can limit the potential usage of the proposed PLSE process. Second, the algorithms are much more useful when applied to large-scale systems where a considerable number of initial variation points may present. When applied to small systems, like the one in Case Study 1, the reduction, though being large in terms of a percentage, only provides marginal return to the user.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented an end-to-end PLSE process that formalizes product line models and utilizes ROSE concepts to achieve hierarchical variability modeling and variability optimization through variation points reduction. The pro-cess features four key stages, two formal definitions and two algorithms. By using legacy system models, particularly, functional artifacts that are presented in SysML activity diagrams, the proposed process generates a three-layer functional artifact using a method that is developed and adopted by Rolls-Royce. Then, based on the definitions introduced, the three-layer hierarchy is preserved through a relational transformation to generate a variability model with hierarchy also. Relations between activities in the functional artifact are further utilized to identify dependencies between variants and between variation points. With the hierarchical structure constructed and the dependencies identified, the first three stages are completed. The above steps are semiautomated by the first algorithm.
To optimize the variability model generated, dependency analysis is performed to identify unique interactions. Variation points are then merged when they are dependent via a unique interaction. This reduction mechanism is captured in Stage 4 of the process and is automated by the second algorithm offered in this paper.
To assess the applicability and effectiveness of the process, four case studies have been conducted. These case studies cover different engineering domains including Logistics, Automotive, and Aerospace Engineering, and are at different levels of complexity with initial variation points ranging from 5 to 37. The first two case studies (Logistics and Automotive) have demonstrated that the process is not restricted to aerospace engineering; and that the reduction mechanism is applicable to situations where hierarchical information and functional artifacts may not necessarily be available. The other two case studies (Aerospace), derived and generalized from Rolls-Royce engine control systems, demonstrated a significant reduction in the number of variation points, with 40% and 35%. The significant reductions are primarily attributed to the availability of functional artifacts. To this end, we conclude that the main limitation of the process is the availability of system artifacts, e.g., functional artifacts presented in SysML activity diagrams. However, with the growing popularity of applying model-based systems engineering approaches in traditional engineering, it is anticipated that artifact availability will eventually become irrelevant. The process is also seen to provide marginal returns in the applications to small systems.
Future research will evolve the current process to address different types of variability dependencies that can emerge in a variability model. For example, the «excludes» relation that states two variants cannot be chosen in a product configuration; and hardware-software interactions that can be dynamic. Finally, as the present paper only considers functional artifacts, future work will extend the scope to include other system artifacts such as physical artifacts.
